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Regulation of T Lymphocytes by Fibroblastic Reticular Cells
Abstract
Lymph node fibroblastic reticular cells (FRCs) organize and regulate
several aspects of T cell biology. They support lymphocyte recruitment and
compartmentalization in the lymph node and facilitate encounters between
antigen-presenting dendritic cells and T cells. Upon sensing T cell activation,
FRCs release nitric oxide, which restricts proliferation to regulate the size of the
activated T cell pool. Mechanistically, additional insights described here
demonstrate that FRC-derived nitric oxide specifically attenuates mitochondrial
oxidative phosphorylation, which is essential for cell cycle progression in
activated T cells.
Therefore, to date, FRCs are primarily thought to negatively regulate the
functions of newly activated T cells. In the thesis at hand, we now show that
FRCs can also express immunostimulatory molecules in response to activated T
cells including the gp130 family cytokine, interleukin-6 (IL-6). Specifically, FRCderived IL-6 creates a supportive niche for activated T cells by enhancing their
production of interleukin-2 (IL-2) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF). We used
epigenetic profiling to deeply explore this seemingly immunostimulatory function
of FRCs. Employing an assay for transposase-accessible chromatin with highthroughput sequencing (ATAC-seq), we unexpectedly found that activated T cells
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significantly remodel their chromatin landscape in response to FRCs and IL-6.
These epigenetic changes altered unique patterns of enhancers and facilitated
differential accessibility of specific transcription factor binding motifs — which
coincided with profound increases in T cell metabolic flux, lipid biosynthesis,
survival and differentiation. Importantly, we evaluated the impact of FRCconditioning in vivo during influenza virus and lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus
(LCMV) infections. Our data demonstrate that stromal programming of T cells
results in enhanced lymphocyte longevity and differentiation into tissue-resident
memory T cells. Mechanistically, we show that IL-6 is a major mediator of these
changes. Although it remains to be determined if the suppressive and stimulatory
programs run simultaneously, sequentially, or contextually in FRCs, this thesis
illuminates a previously unknown function of lymphoid stroma in programming
activated T cells for enhanced bioenergetics and longevity. We feel this new set
of findings will be of considerable interest to the immunology, immunoregulation
and stromal cell fields.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:
Flavian D. Brown and Shannon J. Turley. Fibroblastic Reticular Cells: Organization
and Regulation of the T Lymphocyte Life Cycle.

Journal of Immunology 2015,

194(4): 1389-1394. Copyright 2015. The American Association of Immunologists,
Inc.

The life cycle of T lymphocytes begins in the thymus as immature precursor T
cells undergo positive and negative selection to mature into CD4+ and CD8+ singlepositive cells1. Following migration from the thymus, T cells recirculate from the blood
through lymph nodes (LN) into lymphatics and back into the blood, searching for the
presence of their target antigen2. When a naïve T cell becomes activated in the LN
by a professional antigen-presenting cell (APC) presenting its cognate antigen, the T
cell will either mount an effector response or will become tolerant to avoid
autoimmunity. In the presence of appropriate co-stimulation, activated T cells
undergo rapid clonal expansion in the LN, acquire effector functions and gain the
ability to migrate to their antigen source in peripheral tissues. The vast majority of
effector T cells will die during the contraction phase of an immune response but a
small fraction will remain as circulating long-lived effector or central memory cells,
poised to mount a robust recall response in non-lymphoid and lymphoid tissues3. As
such, the LN serves as a central site for every stage of the T cell life cycle by:
recruiting naïve T cells from the blood, promoting naïve T cell survival, providing an
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environment for T cell differentiation or tolerance and by influencing the homing
properties of memory T cells.
In addition to hematopoietic cells, the LN contains specialized stromal cells
including: blood endothelial cells (BECs), lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs), follicular
dendritic cells (FDCs), marginal reticular cells (MRCs), integrin α7+ pericytes (IAPs)
and fibroblastic reticular cells (FRCs)4-6. LN-resident stromal cells were long viewed
simply as structural determinants, uninvolved in immune cell homeostasis or ongoing
immune responses. A series of publications over the past decade, however, have
uncovered several fascinating immunoregulatory properties of LN stromal cells. In
particular, T cell zone fibroblastic reticular cells (hereafter FRCs) are concentrated in
the paracortical region (T cell zone) of the LN and are endowed with several
functions that regulate the activity of T lymphocytes.
FRCs are thought to originate from mesenchymal preadipocyte precursors in
the microenvironment of the LN anlagen during ontogeny7. Engagement of the
lymphotoxin-ß receptor on these precursors drives their differentiation into lymphoidtissue organizing cells, which ultimately leads to the development of myofibroblastic
precursors that give rise to mature FRCs in the postnatal LN7-11. The T cell zone of
the adult LN is especially enriched with mature FRCs characterized by the
expression of podoplanin (gp38) and extracellular matrix proteins such as ERTR-7
and collagens6. We now know that naïve T cell recruitment to and survival within LNs
are maintained by FRC-derived chemokines and cytokines12, 13. FRCs also directly
induce deletional T cell tolerance and can restrict the expansion of newly activated T
cells14-19.
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will

review

the

immunoregulatory

characteristics of LN FRCs with particular emphasis on how these cells organize and
regulate several phases of the T lymphocyte life cycle.

FRCs facilitate lymphocyte arrival and organization in the lymph node
The random joining of T cell receptor (TCR) regions during T cell development
produces a naïve T cell repertoire with only a few cells with high affinity for any
individual peptide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC)20, 21. To trigger an effective
immune response, this rare population of T cells must initially engage an APC
presenting its cognate antigen. To increase the likelihood of encountering its target
antigen, naïve T cells continuously circulate between lymphoid organs, such as the
Peyer’s patches (PP), spleen and LN22. Circulating T lymphocytes enter the LN
through specialized blood vessels named high endothelial venules (HEVs)2, 23. FRCs
surround HEVs and interact with extravasated platelets in the perivenular space to
maintain HEV integrity during lymphocyte trafficking24. This regulation requires the
ligation of FRC-bound gp38 to the C-type lectin receptor CLEC-2 on platelets.
Activated platelets then release sphingosine-1-phosphate in the perivenular space,
which maintains adherens junctions between HEVs24. Loss of FRC-bound gp38 or
CLEC-2 expression on platelets compromises LN vascular integrity at steady state
and during immune responses24. The absence of CLEC-2 on platelets also leads to a
defect in T and B cell recirculation through the LNs after repeated immunizations25.
Lymphocyte chemoattractants CCL19, CCL21, and CXCL12 are all
expressed by LN FRCs and function to support naïve T cell trafficking across HEVs
and retains T cells in the LN paracortex through their ligation to CCR7 and CXCR46,
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12, 26-28

(Figure 1.1a). After exiting the HEVs, naïve T cells use the FRC network as a

defined structural path to migrate within the paracortex according to chemokine
gradients. The survival and homeostasis of naïve T cells that reach the T cell zone is
also supported by FRC-derived interleukin-7 (IL-7)13 (Figure 1.1b). Accordingly,
disruption of the FRC network during human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)associated LN fibrosis significantly correlates with a reduced number of naïve CD4+ T
cells in the LN29. Indeed, LN fibrosis in models of simian immunodeficiency virus
(SIV) in rhesus macaques restricts T cell access to FRC-derived IL-7, which drives
apoptosis in both naïve CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations30. Treatment of SIVinfected macaques with agents that reduce LN fibrosis preserves the FRC network
and is associated with larger CD4+ T cell populations in the LNs compared to
untreated controls31, 32. Genetic ablation of LN FRCs in mouse models alters T cell
localization in the paracortex, decreases T cell survival and impairs antigen-specific T
cell priming33. By maintaining HEV integrity and secreting soluble mediators to
facilitate migration and survival, FRCs place T cells in position to locate their cognate
antigen.

FRCs support the interactions between antigen-presenting dendritic cells and
T cells
After arrival in the LN via HEVs, naïve T cells spend ~8-12 hours exploring the
LN parenchyma for their cognate antigen34. FRCs directly facilitate antigen
availability to T cells by: 1) creating a conduit system that extends deep into the LN
parenchyma; and by 2) supporting migratory dendritic cell (DC) entry, maturation and
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trafficking into the LN from peripheral tissues. FRCs secrete and ensheath
extracellular matrix (ECM) components to form a reticular conduit network within the
T cell zone of the LN and spleen6, 35-38. This system functions as a molecular sieve,
allowing expedited delivery of chemokines and small soluble antigens from upstream
tissues into the parenchyma of draining LNs37, 39 (Figure 1.1). Small lymph-borne
antigens from the conduit are sampled by LN-resident DCs and subsequently
presented to T cells37, 40. Under inflammatory conditions, a second flux of antigenloaded migratory DCs arrive in the LN and present antigen to primed T cells40. This
trafficking and upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules is induced by the ligation
between the CCR7 receptor on DCs and FRC-derived chemokines CCL19 and
CCL2141, 42 (Figure 1.1c). Upon arrival in the LN, migratory DCs cross the floor of the
subcapsular sinus and infiltrate the parenchyma. Similar to naïve T cells, DCs also
use the reticular FRC network as a scaffold to navigate within the T cell zone26, which
increases potential interactions between antigen-bearing DCs and naïve T cells. In
addition to chemokine gradients41, DC migration along FRC networks also depends
on signaling between CLEC-2 and its ligand gp3843. Engagement of DC-expressed
CLEC-2 to gp38 on FRCs promotes actin polymerization in DCs, which facilitates
spreading, protrusion extension and migration along FRC networks43. Disruption of
this signaling pathway causes impaired DC trafficking to and within the LN, ultimately
leading to reduced T cell priming43. In addition to modulating DC motility, the CLEC2-gp38 axis also influences the contractility of FRCs44. At steady state, gp38
maintains FRCs in a highly tense and contracted state within the LN reticular network.
CLEC-2 ligation inhibits gp38 signaling which causes FRCs to stretch and expand
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due to the relaxation of their actomyosin cytoskeleton45

44

. Effectively, the same

antigen-bearing DCs that initiate T cell priming during an immune response also
causes relaxation of the FRC network which allows space for T cell influx and clonal
expansion44.
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Figure 1.1. LN FRCs regulate several aspects of the T cell life cycle. (a) FRCs
facilitate lymphocyte arrival and organization in the LN. FRC-derived chemokines CCL19
and CCL21 support naïve T cell trafficking across HEVs and retains T cells in the LN
paracortex through their ligation to CCR7. (b) T cell survival is maintained by FRCs. FRCderived IL-7 supports the survival and homeostasis of naïve T cells that reach the T cell
zone. (c) FRCs facilitate the interactions between antigen-presenting dendritic cells
(DCs) and T cells. The trafficking of migratory DCs to the LN is induced by the ligation
between the CCR7 receptor on DCs and FRC-derived chemokines CCL19 and CCL21.
Upon arrival in the LN, DC migration along the FRC network requires the engagement of
DC-expressed CLEC-2 to gp38 on FRCs. Disruption of this signaling axis ultimately leads
to reduced T cell priming. (d) FRCs induce T cell tolerance via the expression of
peripheral tissue-restricted antigens. Upon antigen presentation, FRCs induce deletional
tolerance of MHC class I-restricted CD8+ T cells and hyporesponsiveness of MHC IIrestricted CD4+ T cells. (e) FRCs influence the maintenance of memory precursor effector
cells. Ablation of FRCs during the late phase of an immune response leads to a modest
reduction in the percentage of memory precursor effector cells. The mechanism
controlling this reduction has not been determined although FRC-derived IL-7 and IL-15
are hypothesized to be involved.
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Antigen presentation by FRCs induces peripheral tolerance
The priming instructions received by naïve T cells in the LN will either trigger
effector T cell differentiation or produce functionally inert clones that remain in a
hyporesponsive state or eventually become deleted. The immune system has
evolved such that this priming fate depends primarily on whether naïve T cells harbor
a TCR specific for a potentially dangerous foreign antigen or contain receptors that
recognize self-peptides. Despite the immune system’s design to eliminate selfreactive clones in the thymus during negative selection, a relatively high frequency of
T cells with auto-reactive potential will escape into the periphery46. Therefore,
mechanisms to enforce peripheral tolerance are critical for the prevention of autoinflammation and tissue destruction. Until recently, steady state trafficking of antigenloaded immature DCs was widely accepted as the primary mechanism of peripheral
deletional tolerance47,

48

. In 2007 however, a report from Lee et al14 identified an

important role for LN stromal cells in inducing CD8+ T cell tolerance (Figure 1.1d). A
transgenic model system was used for this study whereby a truncated form of
ovalbumin (tOVA) was expressed as a self-antigen under the control of the intestinal
fatty acid-binding protein (iFABP) promoter49. As expected, adoptive transfer of OVAspecific CD8+ T cells (OTI) led to proliferation in gut draining tissues such as the
mesenteric LN and Peyer’s patches. Surprisingly, however, transferred cells also
proliferated in the non-draining LNs. This proliferation occurred even under conditions
when DCs and other bone marrow-derived APCs were prevented from presenting
antigen14. These data led to the discovery that CD45- gp38+ non-hematopoietic
stromal cells were responsible for the presentation of tOVA and subsequent
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activation of OTI cells14. Most notably, after some initial proliferation, the adoptively
transferred T cells were subsequently lost from the T cell pool, highlighting the
tolerogenic capacity of LN stroma14.
Advances in purification techniques for LN stromal cells50 led to the identification
of FRCs as the specific stromal cell population responsible for the ectopic expression
of tOVA in the iFABP-tOVA mouse15. These techniques also allowed Malhotra et al6
to conduct a comprehensive transcriptomic analysis of different LN stroma cell
subsets. Pairwise analyses of ligands and cognate receptors across stroma and
hematopoietic cells suggested a number of potentially interesting interactions.
Notably, upregulation of MHC class II (MHC II) by FRCs in response to inflammatory
stimuli suggest that FRCs might also tolerize class II-restricted CD4+ T cells6. Dubrot
et al16 substantiated this notion with a recent study which showed that FRCs express
low levels of endogenous MHC II through the PIV promoter region of CIITA, a known
master regulator of class II expression. The study also provided evidence that MHC
class II on FRCs can also be acquired from DCs via a contact-dependent mechanism
involving the transfer of DC-derived MHC II+ exosomes16. Accordingly, DCs pulsed
with FITC-labeled OVA were also able to transfer peptide-loaded MHC II (pMHC II)
complexes to FRCs16. To investigate the influence of this pMHC II transfer on CD4+ T
cells in vivo, the authors used the CD11cDOG mouse model in which OVA protein is
exclusively expressed by DCs51. OVA-specific CD4+ T cells (OTII) pre-cultured with
FRCs from these mice exhibited a delayed proliferative response upon restimulation
with anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies16. Based on these findings, it was proposed that
FRCs acquired OVA-MHC II complexes from DCs in vivo which endowed them with
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the ability to induce antigen-specific CD4+ T cell hyporesponsiveness16 (Figure 1.1d).
Altogether, these studies have elucidated a role for FRCs in antigen presentation and
T cell anergy.

Can FRCs influence the differentiation of T cells?
Differentiation of naïve T cells into regulatory cells; specific helper subsets or
long-lived memory cells represent the final stages of the T lymphocyte life cycle. The
involvement of LN stroma in this final stage can be investigated using a variety of
techniques including LN transplantation models. Upon LN transplantation, graftderived LN stroma are largely retained in the transplant, whereas all hematopoietic
cells migrate out of the LN and are replaced by host-derived hematopoietic cells52, 53.
As such, this system has provided a useful tool for investigating location-specific
properties that are intrinsic to stroma. The capacity of LN stroma to induce the
generation of de novo regulatory T cells (Tregs) was explored in a recent study54 in
which liver draining celiac LNs and gut-draining mesenteric LNs were transplanted
into the popliteal fossa after excision of the endogenous popliteal LN. When
compared to transplanted popliteal LN controls, celiac and mesenteric LNs
represented a significantly superior environment for de novo Treg differentiation from
adoptively transferred naïve Foxp3- CD4+ OTII T cells54. Interestingly, the ability to
induce Tregs was not recapitulated when LNs were transplanted from germ-free mice
or mice with vitamin A deficiency54. The phenomenon also required the presence of
DCs as Treg generation was abolished when DCs were depleted54. Overall, these
data suggest a model whereby the intestinal microenvironment imprints LN stroma
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with Treg inducing properties that are ultimately fulfilled via a synergistic relationship
with DCs. Given their interactions with DCs43 and their density within the T cell zone4,
FRCs may be the main LN stromal population responsible for the Treg induction in
this model. It is also possible that FRC-derived nitric oxide might act directly on newly
activated T cells to induce Tregs. In line with this hypothesis, work by Liew and
colleagues has shown that nitric oxide can promote the generation of CD4+ CD25+
Foxp3- regulatory T cells with both in vitro and in vivo suppressive functions55, 56.
FRCs may also regulate T cell differentiation by supporting the maintenance of
memory precursor effector cells (MPECs) and long-lived memory populations. A
recent report by Denton et al57 provided some validation to this hypothesis by
showing a modest reduction in MPEC percentages following FRC depletion during
the late phase of an ongoing influenza virus infection. Interestingly, FRC ablation
reduced the percentage of MPECs without negatively impacting the abundance of
short lived effector cells57. Selective reduction of MPECs likely occurred in response
to decreased FRC-derived IL-7, which is known to support MPEC formation58 (Figure
1.1e). IL-7 along with IL-15 are pro-survival factors for both CD4+ and CD8+ LNhoming central memory T cells (TCM)59-63. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that
resting LN CD8+ TCM closely mirror the microanatomical distribution of naïve CD8+ T
cells64, whose survival is also supported by FRC-derived IL-7

13

. Although CD4+

memory T cells are already known to associate with IL-7-expressing VCAM-1+
stroma cells in the bone marrow65, additional studies are needed to formally test if
CD4+ memory T cells preferentially reside on IL-7-producing LN FRCs. Additionally,
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FRCs were recently shown to express IL-15 in vivo66, 67, adding to their potential role
as supporters of memory T cell maintenance (Figure 1.1e).

Summary
Over the past decade, understanding of the immunological relevance of the
stroma has grown significantly. Based on recent and emerging evidence, the role of
stromal cells within the LN is now appreciated to be more complex than their previous
categorization as a mere structural entity. We now know that FRCs govern
lymphocyte recruitment and organization in the LN and support encounters between
antigen-presenting DCs and T cells. FRCs also induce deletional tolerance via
antigen presentation and are expected to participate in the generation of inducible
Tregs within gut-draining LNs. During clonal expansion, FRCs restrict proliferation
within the expanding T cell pool and are involved in the maintenance of memory
precursor effector cells. In the following thesis, we extend these findings with the
novel observation that FRC-derived signals selectively modify T cell bioenergetics
and alter chromatin accessibility to regulate several aspects of lymphocyte biology.
By participating in the homeostasis, activation and differentiation of T lymphocytes,
FRCs are emerging as essential regulators of T cell immunity.
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Chapter

2.

Fibroblastic

reticular

cell-derived

nitric

oxide

attenuates

mitochondrial function in activated CD8+ T cells

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:
Flavian D. Brown and Shannon J. Turley. Fibroblastic Reticular Cells: Organization
and Regulation of the T Lymphocyte Life Cycle.

Journal of Immunology 2015,

194(4): 1389-1394. Copyright 2015. The American Association of Immunologists,
Inc.

Introduction
In addition to tolerizing T cells through direct antigen presentation14, FRCs can
also limit T cell responses by curtailing the expansion of newly activated T cell pools.
This proliferative restriction applies to CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and surprisingly occurs
independently of antigen presentation17-19. According to several reports, T cells
activated by either anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 (henceforth anti-CD3/CD28) or peptidepulsed DCs experienced delayed division kinetics when co-cultured with FRCs17-19.
Additional FRC:T cell co-culture experiments from mice deficient for candidate
mediators revealed a molecular crosstalk whereby T cell-derived IFN-γ and TNF act
synergistically to endow FRCs with suppressive capabilities that are mediated
through the activity of inducible nitric oxide synthase (NOS2)17-19. In Transwell assays,
the suppressive affects of FRCs were significantly diminished, indicating contactdependency or a requirement for close cellular proximity17-19. The existence of FRCmediated T cell suppression was corroborated in vivo. When compared to WT
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iFABP-tOVA mice, Lukacs-Kornek et al17 showed enhanced proliferation of OTI T
cells transferred into iFABP-tOVA mice lacking NOS2 expression. Similar
proliferation profiles were observed using Nos2-/- mice infected with VSV-OVA19 or
immunized with OVA-loaded bone marrow DCs18. Despite these advances, the
specific target(s) of nitric oxide that govern the molecular basis for T cell sensitivity to
FRC-mediated suppression remain unknown.
Here we provide novel mechanistic insights into FRC-mediated T cell
suppression. Our analysis revealed that FRC-derived nitric oxide halts cell-cycle
progression in activated T cells without interfering with early T cell activation.
Furthermore, T cells cultured with nitric oxide-producing FRCs experienced elevated
levels of protein nitrosylation on intracellular tyrosine and cysteine residues.
Importantly, these modifications coincided with a targeted blockade of mitochondrial
function, which is essential for cell cycle progression in newly activated T cells68.
These data suggest that nitric oxide released from LN FRCs alter mitochondrial
bioenergetics to curtail the proliferation of activated T cells.

Results
FRCs block cell-cycle progression in newly activated CD8+ T cells
To investigate how FRC-derived nitric oxide prevents the proliferation of
activated T cells, we initially assessed the ability of activated CD8+ T cells to express
markers of early activation when co-cultured with FRCs. Although FRCs completely
blocked the proliferation of activated T cells (Figure 2.1a), surface expression of
CD25 and CD69, as previously reported17,
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, was equally upregulated on T cells

activated for 24hrs with anti-CD3/CD28 versus those activated near FRCs (Figure
2.1a). Similarly, T cells activated in the presence of FRCs became equivalently
enlarged (FSC/SSC) at 48hrs as T cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 (Figure 2.1b).
Considering their size, we hypothesized that FRC-derived signals prevented T cell
division during advanced stages of the cell cycle. Indeed, at 52hrs post activation, the
majority of suppressed cells had progressed through G1 of the cell cycle but
ultimately failed to divide with 39% delayed in S phase and 58% accumulating in G2M (Figure 2.1c). Overall, these results suggest that FRC-derived signals prevent
CD8+ T cell division in part by inducing cell cycle arrest during intermediate to late
stages of the cell cycle.
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Figure 2.1. FRCs induce cell cycle arrest to halt the proliferation of newly activated
CD8+ T cells. (a) CFSE dilution profile (left) and surface expression of CD25 (middle) and
CD69 (right) on resting CD8+ T cells, those activated in splenocyte mixture via antiCD3/CD28 for 72hr (CFSE) or 24hrs (activation markers), or activated via anti-CD3/CD28
for the indicated time periods in the presence of WT FRCs. (b) Blasting analysis in same
CD8+ T cell conditions as a at 48hrs post activation. Left panel, representative plots; right
panel, summary (n = 8 cultures per group) (c) Cell cycle analysis in same CD8+ T cell
conditions as a at 52hrs post activation. Top panel, cell cycle summary; bottom panel,
accompanying CFSE dilution. ns P > 0.05 (Student’s t-test). Data in a, c are
representative of two independent experiments with two technical replicates each (mean
± s.d). Data in b are composite of eight independent experiments with one replicate each
(mean ± s.d).
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FRC-derived nitric oxide targets intracellular proteins in activated CD8+ T cells
Nitric oxide is an endogenously produced, free radical compound which can
impact the functions of target cells by inducing post-translational modifications to
signaling proteins69. Nitric oxide can alter protein activity by s-nitrosylation of thiol
groups in cysteines or by combining with reactive oxygen species (ROS) to
nitrosylate tyrosine residues69. To determine the potential role of these modifications
in suppressed T cells, we stained T cells from our co-cultures with antibodies that
recognize nitrosylated cysteine and tyrosine epitopes. Nitrosylated tyrosines were not
detected on the surface on CD8+ T cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs or
on CD8+ T cells activated in the presence of FRCs for 48hrs (Figure 2.2a).
Intracellular staining however, revealed that suppressed CD8+ T cells had markedly
higher levels of intracellular nitrosylated tyrosines compared to T cells activated only
with anti-CD3/CD28 (Figure 2.2b). Whether this increase depends specifically on
nitric oxide from FRCs remains to be evaluated.
Subsequent experimentation investigating nitrosylated cysteines also revealed
increased intracellular modifications in activated CD8+ T cells cultured with FRCs
compared to anti-CD3/CD28 activated T cells (Figure 2.2c). Importantly, this gain in
intracellular cysteine nitrosylation was specifically dependent on nitric oxide derived
from FRCs as T cells activated in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs displayed reduced
signal, comparable to cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 (Figure 2.2c). These
results suggest that FRC-derived nitric oxide may prevent the proliferation of
activated T cell by altering the activity of intracellular proteins.
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Figure 2.2. FRC-derived nitric oxide targets intracellular proteins in activated CD8+
T cells. (a) Surface staining of tyrosine nitrosylation in CD8+ T cells activated in
splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs
in the presence of WT FRCs. Left panel, histograms; right panel, MFI. (b) Intracellular
staining in CD8+ T cells under same conditions as a. Left panel, histograms; right panel,
MFI. (c) Intracellular staining of cysteine nitrosylation in CD8+ T cells activated in
splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs, activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in
the presence of WT FRCs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in the presence of
Nos2-/- FRCs. Left panel, histograms; right panel, MFI. Data are representative of two
independent experiments with one to two technical replicates each.
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FRC-derived nitric oxide restrains metabolic function in activated CD8+ T cells
Nitric oxide is a free radical compound that can regulate cell proliferation by
various mechanisms70, including via the inhibition of energy pathways71 that fuel
macromolecule production and support cell cycle progression72-75. Specifically, nitric
oxide can inhibit the function of mitochondrial proteins via direct nitrosylation of thiol
groups or following its reaction with superoxide to form the nitrating species
peroxynitrite69. Nitric oxide also competes reversibly with oxygen to inhibit
cytochrome c oxidase, the terminal enzyme of the electron transport chain (ETC).
Accordingly, mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) is significantly
reduced in several cell types following exposure to endogenous and exogenous
sources of nitric oxide76, 77.
Newly activated T cells require OXPHOS activity for proliferation68. Therefore,
we used the XF24 analyzer to measure oxygen consumption rate (OCR); an indicator
of OXPHOS, in CD8+ T cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs or activated in
the presence of WT FRCs. When OCR was measured at a timepoint that precedes
the release of nitric oxide from FRCs (20hrs post activation), no difference was
observed in mitochondrial function between T cells from each condition (Figure
2.3a,b). Similarly, no difference was observed in the extracellular acidification rate
(ECAR), an indicator of glycolysis, between both T cell conditions at this early
timepoint (Figure 2.3a,b). At 48hrs post activation, the induction and accumulation of
nitric oxide in the cultures coincided with a significant loss of basal respiration and
mitochondrial ATP production in T cells activated in the presence of WT FRCs
(Figure 2.3c,d). This defect likely occurred at the level of nutrient catabolism given
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that T cells from each condition displayed an equal capacity to initially incorporate
glucose and glutamine (Supplementary Figure S2.1). Unexpectedly, we found that
FRC-conditioned T cells experienced elevated levels of ECAR at 48hrs post
activation (Figure 2.3d) and enhanced activation downstream of the central
metabolic regulator, mechanistic target of rapamycin (Mtor) (Supplementary Figure
S2.2). Collectively, these data suggest that FRC-derived signals can either suppress
or enhance T cell bioenergetics with nitric oxide appearing to explicitly dampen
mitochondrial function.
To further evaluate the specific impact of FRC-derived nitric oxide on T cell
metabolism, we compared the metabolic flux of T cells activated by anti-CD3/CD28 in
the presence of WT FRCs vs. those activated by anti-CD3/CD28 while in co-culture
with Nos2-/- FRCs. Importantly, when T cells were activated in the presence of Nos2-/FRCs, mitochondrial function was fully restored to the profile characteristic of
functional mitochondria (Figure 2.3e,f). As suspected, FRC-derived nitric oxide
specifically attenuated OXPHOS in newly activated T cells since there was no noted
difference in ECAR between the conditions (Figure 2.3f). These data suggest that
FRC-derived nitric oxide targets mitochondria in newly activated CD8+ T cells to
curtail lymphocyte proliferation.
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Figure 2.3. FRC-derived nitric oxide specifically dampens mitochondrial function in
activated CD8+ T cells. (a) Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of activated CD8+ T cells or
FRC-conditioned CD8+ T cells was measured 20hrs post activation under basal
conditions and in response to mitochondrial inhibitors (Oligomycin, FCCP and Rotenone
+ Antimycin A). (b) Basal respiration rate (left), ATP production (middle) and basal
extracellular acidification rate (ECAR, right) of CD8+ T cells activated in splenocyte
mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 20hrs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 20hrs in the
presence of WT FRCs (n = 2 cultures per group). Basal respiration = (last rate
measurement before first oligomycin – minimum rate measurement after
rotenone/antimycin A injection). ATP production = (last rate measurement before
oligomycin injection – minimum rate measurement after oligomycin injection). Basal
ECAR (last rate measurement before oligomycin injection). (c-d) Repeat of conditions in
a at 48hrs post activation (n = 2 cultures per group). (e) Oxygen consumption rate (OCR)
of activated CD8+ T cells conditioned by WT or Nos2-/- FRCs cells was measured 48hrs
post activation under basal conditions and in response to mitochondrial inhibitors
(Oligomycin, FCCP and Rotenone + Antimycin A). (f) Basal respiration rate (left), ATP
production (middle) and basal extracellular acidification rate (ECAR, right) of CD8+ T cells
activated in splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in the presence of WT FRCs
or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs (n = 5 cultures
per group). Data are representative of two independent experiments with two to five
technical replicates each (mean ± SEM). ns P > 0.05, *P ≤ 0.05 (Student’s t-test).
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Discussion
Emerging evidence suggest that stromal cells in secondary lymphoid organs
exhibit complex regulatory roles during immune responses. Recent studies from our
lab17 and others18, 19 described a novel crosstalk between activated T cells and FRCs
that endows these stromal cells with the capacity to constrain the proliferation of
activated T cells through regulated nitric oxide release. IFN-γ derived from activated
T cells was absolutely required for this suppressive mechanism. This finding was the
first demonstration that bidirectional crosstalk exists between LN stroma and T cells,
whereby the presence of the inflammatory mediators IFN-γ and TNF feedback from T
cells to FRCs, which in turn suppress further inflammation. Mechanistically, data
presented in this chapter suggest that nitric oxide derived from FRCs executes an
immunosuppressive program by specifically attenuating mitochondrial function in
activated T cells.
One possible clue explaining the reasons for this suppression may come from
the in vivo expression profile of NOS2 in FRCs. As reported by immunostaining of
skin-draining LNs (SLN) and mesenteric LNs (MLNs), OTI T cells transferred into
iFABP-tOVA mice induced NOS2 expression in only a proportion of FRCs in vivo17.
These data suggest that FRCs may exist as a heterogeneous population in regards
to their suppressive capacity. Indeed, functional heterogeneity of FRCs has been
recently described for their B cell homeostatic potential33. Similarly, we show here
that FRCs had a dualistic impact on T cell biogenetics by dampening mitochondrial
function while enhancing glycolytic pathways. Therefore, FRCs may reside in discrete
regions that promote T cell functions in a spatially and/or temporally restricted fashion,
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while limiting uncontrolled T cell expansion. Ultimately, this mechanism may be
required to protect lymphoid organs from excessive swelling and damage during
ongoing immune responses, similar to how FRCs prevent immunopathology during
chronic viral infections78. Although FRCs proliferate and expand to accommodate LN
enlargement during immune responses79, 80, how these cells regulate changes in LN
structure during inflammation remains largely unknown. More in vivo studies are
needed to test the validity of these hypotheses.
Data presented in this chapter extend our understanding of FRC-mediated
suppression. T cells cultured with nitric oxide-producing FRCs experienced a
blockade in cell cycle progression and had elevated levels of intracellular protein
nitrosylation on tyrosine and cysteine residues. Importantly, these modifications
coincided with a targeted attenuation of mitochondrial function, which is essential for
cell cycle progression in activated T cells. Although additional studies are needed to
more directly connect nitric oxide to mitochondrial dysfunction in our system, these
data suggest a novel regulatory feature of LN FRCs. Additional knowledge gleaned
from this regulation may provide critical insights for the development of new
therapeutic strategies to treat inflammation and autoimmune diseases associated
with unbridled T cell immunity.
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Chapter 3. Fibroblastic reticular cells enhance CD8+ T cell metabolism and
survival via epigenetic remodeling
Parts of this chapter are in revision for publication as:
Flavian D. Brown, Debattama R. Sen, Jernej Godec, Martin W. LaFleur, Veronika
Lukacs-Kornek, Frank A. Schildberg, Hye-Jung Kim, Kathleen B. Yates, Stéphane J.
H. Ricoult, Kevin Bi, Justin D. Trombley, Varun N. Kapoor, Illana A. Stanley, Viviana
Cremasco, Nika N. Danial, Brendan D. Manning, Arlene H. Sharpe*, W. Nicholas
Haining* and Shannon J. Turley*. Fibroblastic reticular cells enhance T cell
metabolism and survival via epigenetic remodeling.
*Co-corresponding author

Introduction
Although the FRC network relaxes to permit area for T cell expansion44, 45,
nitric oxide derived from FRCs actively restricts proliferation of the expanding T cell
pool17-19. However, only a portion of FRCs expressed NOS2 in vivo during T cell
priming17,
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. These data indicate that FRCs may have a functional role beyond

restricting T cell expansion. Indeed, a recent publication described functional diversity
of LN FRCs given their ability to regulate B cell homeostasis33. This work highlighted
the pleiotropic nature of FRCs, thus raising the possibility of their functional
heterogeneity also within the T cell zone. Therefore, whether FRCs can enhance the
function or support the differentiation of newly activated CD8+ T cells remains an
open question.
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Here we report a previously unrecognized function of LN FRCs during T cell
activation. In response to signals from activated T cells, FRCs upregulated molecules
with immunostimulatory function — namely ICOS ligand (ICOSL), CD40, and
interleukin 6 (IL-6). Once released from FRCs, IL-6 enhanced IL-2 and TNF
production by activated CD8+ T cells. FRC-derived signals, including IL-6, led to
chromatin remodeling in activated CD8+ T cells, which promoted the expression of
genes involved in metabolic and pro-survival pathways. In vivo, FRC-conditioned T
cells persisted significantly longer following adoptive transfer into virally infected
animals and preferentially differentiated into tissue-resident memory T cells (TRMs).
These data demonstrate that LN FRCs, which are closely positioned near T cells
during priming, can transmit long-lasting signals into activated CD8+ T cells to
support their function, survival and differentiation.

Results
FRCs express functionally diverse molecules in response to activated T cells
To investigate whether FRCs express molecules capable of promoting the
functions of activated T cells, we expanded FRCs from primary lymph node stromal
cell (LNSC) cultures as previously described17, and then cultured them alone or with
splenocytes activated with soluble antibody against CD3 (anti-CD3) and anti-CD28
(hereafter anti-CD3/CD28) for 16hrs. We generated transcriptional profiles of FRCs
from each condition and found that FRCs co-cultured with activated splenocytes
significantly upregulated 2,390 genes compared to their resting counterparts (p <
0.01) (Figure 3.1a). Expected gene signatures induced by T cell-derived cytokines,
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such as IFN-γ, were significantly enriched in FRCs following exposure to activated T
cells (q < 0.1) (Figure 3.1b). Expression analysis of individual genes confirmed
previous findings but also uncovered some unanticipated results. Consistent with
published reports17-19, FRCs upregulated molecules known to dampen T cell function
such as ARG1, PD-L1 and NOS2 (Figure 3.1a,c). However, FRCs also upregulated
molecules with immunostimulatory capabilities in response to activated T cells. We
detected increased expression of ICOSL, CD40 and IL-6 in FRCs co-cultured with
activated T cells (Figure 3.1a). We validated these findings by comparing ICOSL,
CD40 and IL-6 protein expression in resting FRCs versus FRCs co-cultured with
activated T cells. Flow cytometry analyses revealed a robust increase in ICOSL,
CD40 and IL-6 in FRCs co-cultured with activated T cells at 24hrs (Figure 3.1d).
These results suggest that FRCs may exhibit some functional duality in regards to
their ability to regulate T cell biology given they can express molecules that suppress
and enhance T cell functions.
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Figure 3.1. FRCs upregulate both immunosuppressive and stimulatory
molecules in response to activated T cells. (a) Volcano plot of transcriptional probes
upregulated in resting FRCs (grey, P < 0.01, limma) or FRCs co-cultured for 16hrs with
whole splenocytes activated with anti-CD3/CD28 (purple, P < 0.01, limma). (b) Gene
set enrichment analysis of MSigDB signatures significantly upregulated in FRCs cocultured for 16hrs with activated splenocytes (FRCs + T cells P < 0.05, q < 0.1) versus
resting FRCs (FRCs alone). (c) Nitric oxide production in supernatants of splenocytes
activated with anti-CD3/CD28 alone (T cells), in the presence of wild type FRCs
(FRCs) or in the presence of wild type FRCs and inhibitor L-NMMA (NOS2 inh) (n = 2-3
cultures per group) (d) Surface staining of ICOSL (left) and CD40 (middle) and
intracellular staining (ICS) of IL-6 (right) in resting FRCs and FRCs co-cultured for
24hrs with activated splenocytes. *P ≤ 0.05 and **P ≤ 0.01 (Student’s t-test). Data in ab are representative of one experiment with two biological replicates. Data in c-d are
representative of two independent experiments with two to three technical replicates
each (mean ± s.d).
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FRCs use IL-6 to regulate cytokine production by CD8+ T cells
Given their expression of molecules known to positively influence T cell
function, we asked whether FRCs could enhance the production of cytokines in newly
activated CD8+ T cells. In a previous study, CD8+ T cells activated in the presence of
FRCs produced less IFN-γ compared to T cells activated alone19. It is important to
note that this study measured cytokine production at a time-point (96hrs post
activation) that compared proliferating T cells to those experiencing proliferative
disruption by nitric oxide. In order to unmask any stimulatory activity of FRCs
independent of the inhibition mediated by nitric oxide, we performed intracellular
staining (ICS) at a time-point (24hrs post activation) that precedes the release of
nitric oxide by FRCs. Similar to prior studies, we also found that signals from FRCs
dampened IFN-γ production in newly activated T cells (Supplementary Figure S3.1).
The production of IL-2 and TNF, however, was significantly elevated in activated
CD8+ T cells co-cultured with FRCs (Figure 3.2a,b). To rule out the potential effects
of trace amounts of nitric oxide in the co-cultures, we repeated the experiment with
Nos2-/- FRCs. Interestingly, CD8+ T cells activated in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs
also produced significantly higher amounts of IL-2 and TNF compared to CD8+ T
cells activated without FRCs (Figure 3.2c,d). These results demonstrate that FRCs
enhance IL-2 and TNF production by CD8+ T cells independent of NOS2 expression.
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Figure 3.2. FRCs enhance CD8+ T cell cytokine production independent of Nos2
expression. (a) ICS for IL-2 (top) and TNF (bottom) in resting CD8+ T cells, activated in
splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs
in the presence of wild-type FRCs. (b) Summary of results in a (n = 7 [IL-2] and 5 [TNF]
cultures per group) (c) Repeat of ICS experimental design in a using Nos2-/- FRCs. (d)
Summary of results in c (n = 6 [IL-2] and 5 [TNF] cultures per group). **P ≤ 0.01 and
****P ≤ 0.0001 (Student’s t-test). D. Data in b and d are a composite of two to four
independent experiments with one to three technical replicates each (mean ± s.d).
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We next assessed the relative roles of several FRC-derived molecules in
enhancing IL-2 and TNF production by CD8+ T cells and found the most significant
impact when targeting the activity of IL-6. Blocking antibody against IL-6 significantly
attenuated the gain of IL-2 and TNF production by CD8+ T cells activated in the
presence of FRCs (Figure 3.3a,b), suggesting that FRCs use IL-6 to boost the
production of T cell cytokines. Indeed, CD8+ T cells activated in the presence of IL-6-/FRCs produced significantly less IL-2 and TNF compared to CD8+ T cells activated in
the presence of wild type FRCs (Figure 3.3c,d). Consistent with these findings,
supplementing our cultures with recombinant IL-6 significantly augmented IL-2 and
TNF production in activated CD8+ T cells (Figure 3.3e,f). Thus, IL-6 produced by
FRCs is both necessary and sufficient for the enhanced production of cytokines by
newly activated CD8+ T cells.
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Figure 3.3. FRC-derived IL-6 is necessary and sufficient for the enhanced
production of CD8+ T cell cytokines. (a) ICS for IL-2 (top) and TNF (bottom) in CD8+
T cells activated in whole splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs, activated via
anti-CD3/CD28 in the presence of wild-type FRCs, 1µg/ml anti-IL-6 blocking antibody or
1µg/ml isotype control antibody. (b) Summary of results in a (n = 3 cultures per group).
(c) Repeat of ICS experimental design in a using IL-6-/- FRCs. (d) Summary of results in
c (n = 3 cultures per group). (e) ICS for IL-2 (top) and TNF (bottom) in CD8+ T cells
activated within whole splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs or activated with
anti-CD3/CD28 plus 100ng recombinant IL-6. (f) Summary of results in e (n = 3 per
group). *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 and ****P ≤ 0.0001 (Student’s t-test). Data
are representative of two independent experiments with three technical replicates each
(mean ± s.d).
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Signals from FRCs or IL-6 induce epigenetic and transcriptional remodeling in
activated CD8+ T cells
The profound impact of FRCs on early T cell cytokine production prompted us
to ask whether FRC signals enhance additional aspects of CD8+ T cell function. To
address this question broadly, we profiled the epigenetic and transcriptional state of
CD8+ T cells activated in vitro for 48hrs with anti-CD3/CD28 (Act), with or without
recombinant IL-6 (Act + IL-6) or activated with anti-CD3/CD28 in the presence of
FRCs (Act + FRCs). Given the equivalent capacity of wild type and Nos2-/- FRCs to
enhance T cell cytokine production, we used Nos2-/- FRCs for our profiling and
subsequent studies. This experimental design allowed us to profile T cells with
comparable activation status and proliferative capacities (Supplementary Figure
S3.2) while avoiding additional nitric oxide-induced deleterious effects such as
mitochondrial inhibition and DNA damage81, 82.
We used an assay for transposase-accessible chromatin with high-throughput
sequencing (ATAC-seq)83 to identify 81,821 high-quality (Supplementary Figure
S3.3) chromatin-accessible regions (ChARs) in activated CD8+ T cells in all three
conditions (q < 0.001). Hierarchical clustering of replicates by condition based on
Pearson correlation revealed that activated CD8+ T cells conditioned with FRCs or IL6 were more similar in their global pattern of chromatin accessibility than those
activated in the absence of FRCs or IL-6 (Figure 3.4a). Further analysis suggested
that the similarity between the epigenetic state of activated CD8+ T cells co-cultured
with FRCs or IL-6 was driven by a greater number of shared ChARs (6145),
compared to cells only activated with anti-CD3/CD28 (2614 and 3670, respectively)
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(Figure 3.4b). Differential accessibility analysis quantitatively supported the similarity
between activated CD8+ T cells exposed to signals from FRCs or IL-6. Compared to
T cells activated alone, signals from FRCs significantly induced greater accessibility
at 402 ChARs (q < 1x10-40; DESeq2) (Figure 3.4c). Strikingly, 100% of these FRCresponsive regions were also more open in CD8+ T cells cultured with IL-6 compared
to CD8+ T cells activated alone (Figure 3.4d). Unsupervised clustering of differential
ChARs identified four characteristic “modules” of chromatin accessibility across the
three T cell states. Notably, one of those modules contained a shared cluster of
differential regions present in the FRC and IL-6 conditions (module 4) (Figure 3.4e).
Taken together, these analyses suggest that signals from FRCs and IL-6 reorganize
accessible chromatin in activated CD8+ T cells in a similar manner — which is
markedly distinct from the epigenetic state induced by anti-CD3/CD28 activation.
Analysis of transcriptional profiles (Supplementary Figure S3.4) also
revealed marked similarities between CD8+ T cells activated in the presence of FRCs
or IL-6 vs. T cells solely receiving anti-CD3/CD28 activation. FRC-derived factors led
to the upregulation of 778 genes in CD8+ T cells compared to those receiving
baseline activation (q < 1x10-10; DESeq2) (Figure 3.4f). Notably, 76% of these FRCresponsive genes were also upregulated in CD8+ T cells cultured with IL-6 relative to
their activity in CD8+ T cells exclusively activated by anti-CD3/CD28 (Figure 3.4g).
Thus, genes that are significantly upregulated in response to FRC-derived factors
tend to also be differentially expressed in response to IL-6. Additionally, we found a
positive correlation between the average peak intensity of ChARs within each ATACseq-defined module and the average gene expression of neighboring genes (Figure
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3.4e,h). This implies that, on average, the ChARs within each module tend to
positively regulate, rather than suppress, target genes. When compared to baseline
anti-CD3/CD28 activation, these results propose that signals from FRCs and IL-6
mediate changes through a shared set of enhancers in activated CD8+ T cells that
regulate distinct patterns of gene expression.
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Figure 3.4. FRCs or IL-6 alters enhancers in activated CD8+ T cells that regulate
distinct patterns of gene expression. (a) Display of chromatin accessible regions
(ChARs) using hierarchical clustering of replicates by condition with Pearson correlation.
The conditions were CD8+ T cells sorted following activation in whole splenocyte mixture
via soluble anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs (Act), activated with anti-CD3/CD28 in the presence
of Nos2-/- FRCs (Act + FRC) or activated with anti-CD3/CD28 plus 100ng/ml recombinant
IL-6 (Act + IL-6). (b) Quantification of shared ChARs between each condition (q ≤ 0.001,
MACS2). (c) Volcano plot highlighting differential chromatin accessibility in CD8+ T cells
from Act condition (grey, q < 1x10-40, DESeq2) versus CD8+ T cells from FRC condition
(purple, q < 1x10-40, DESeq2). (d) Reprojection of FRC-responsive ChARs from c onto
volcano plots comparing Act versus Act + IL-6 condition. (e) Heat map with unsupervised
clustering of differential ChARs across each condition. (f) Volcano plot highlighting
differential transcripts present in CD8+ T cells from Act condition (grey, q < 1x10-10,
DESeq2) versus CD8+ T cells from FRC condition (teal, q < 1x10-10, DESeq2). (g)
Reprojection of FRC-responsive transcripts from f onto volcano plots comparing Act
versus Act + IL-6 condition. (h) Heat map correlating average peak intensity of ChARs in
e and the average gene expression of neighboring genes. Data represent one
experiment with three (ATAC-seq) and two to three (RNA-seq) biological replicates.
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FRC and IL-6-induced remodeling promotes metabolic and survival pathways
in CD8+ T cells
We next sought to further characterize the shared regulation of CD8+ T cell
enhancer activity and gene expression induced by FRC and IL-6-derived signals.
Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis within each ATAC-seq module
revealed enrichment of pathways essential for CD8+ T cell activation, survival and
differentiation (Figure 3.5a). In particular, we found marked enhancement of
metabolic terms within the shared FRC/IL-6 module (4) (Figure 3.5a). Although T
cells are known to undergo dramatic changes in energy consumption and utilization
upon activation68, 84, 85, enrichment of these terms in module 4 implies that signals
from FRCs or IL-6 may further amplify or differentially alter the metabolic
reprogramming that occurs in CD8+ T cells following activation.
We performed motif enrichment analysis to identify differential accessibility of
specific transcription factor (TF) binding motifs in each T cell condition. Compared to
motifs present following baseline anti-CD3/CD28 activation, signals from FRCs
significantly promoted the enrichment of binding motifs for MYC (p = 1.27x10-09), HIF1α (p = 1.48x10-06) and HIF-1β (p = 0.0008) — which are known to initiate and
maintain the activity of metabolic pathways following T cell activation (Figure 3.5b)8688

. FRC-derived factors also induced the enrichment of TF binding motifs essential for

CD8+ T cell survival and memory differentiation such as BATF, ETS1, and BACH2
(Figure 3.5b)89-92. Compared to baseline anti-CD3/CD28 activation, binding motifs for
32 TFs, including MYC, BATF and BACH2 were significantly enriched in both the
FRC and IL-6 conditions (Figure 3.5c). Inspection of ChARs surrounding genes
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central to glycolytic metabolism (HK1 and PFKFB3) and pro-survival (BCL-2 and
CFLAR) revealed significantly enhanced accessibility in CD8+ T cells cultured with
FRCs or IL-6 compared to cells receiving anti CD3/CD28 activation (q < 0.001)
(Figure 3.5d, f). This differential accessibility also positively correlated with
corresponding gene expression for MYC and HIF1-dependent glycolytic genes86, 88
(Figure 3.5e) and vital pro-survival genes93 (BCL-2 family members, inhibitors of
apoptosis [IAPs] members and CFLAR) (Figure 3.5g). Thus, these results suggest
that signals from FRCs or IL-6 induce epigenetic remodeling which facilitates
metabolic reprogramming and enhanced longevity through differential transcription
factor activity in activated CD8+ T cells.
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Figure 3.5. FRCs or IL-6 amplify metabolic and survival pathways in activated CD8+
T cells via epigenetic and transcriptional alterations. (a) Heat map displaying
enrichment (Binomial test) of Gene Ontology (GO) terms (rows) in each module
(columns) from Figure 3.4e. (b) Motif enrichment analysis comparing differential
accessibility of transcription factor (TF) binding motifs in Act versus FRC condition
(highlighted TFs, P ≤ 0.0008, HOMER). (c) Enrichment of TF binding motifs in the FRC
and IL-6 conditions compared to Act only condition (P ≤ 0.01, hypergeometric test). (d)
Representative ATAC-seq tracks from each CD8+ T cell condition in the HK1 (top) and
PFKFB3 (bottom) genes (q < 0.001 for FRC and IL-6 compared to Act). (e) Heat map
showing replicate averaged gene expression of metabolic genes in the glycolysis
pathway. (f) Representative ATAC-seq tracks from each CD8+ T cell condition in the
BCL-2 (top) and CFLAR (bottom) genes (q < 0.001 for FRC and IL-6 compared to Act).
(g) Heat map showing replicate averaged gene expression of representative pro-survival
genes. *P ≤ 0.05, and ***P ≤ 0.001 (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test). Data
represent one experiment with three (ATAC-seq) and two to three (RNA-seq) biological
replicates.
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FRCs elevate the bioenergetic state of activated CD8+ T cells
To validate the findings from the ATAC-seq and RNA-seq studies, we
assessed the biochemical activity of essential metabolic pathways in CD8+ T cells
cultured under each condition. Upon T cell receptor (TCR) ligation and binding of
costimulatory molecules, naïve T cells undergo major metabolic reprogramming —
shifting away from metabolic quiescence to become predominantly reliant upon
aerobic glycolysis to fuel biomass accumulation and proliferation84. This switch to
glycolysis occurs through the increased expression of nutrient transporters and via
the activation of the key metabolic regulator, mechanistic target of rapamycin
(mTOR)84. To analyze the activity of mTOR, we used phospho flow cytometry to
measure the phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6, a downstream target of the
mTORC1-S6 kinase axis. As predicted, we discovered elevated phospho S6 levels in
CD8+ T cells cultured with Nos2-/- FRCs relative to naïve T cells or those solely
activated with anti-CD3/CD28 (Figure 3.6a). Because increased S6 kinase activity
promotes the biosynthesis of proteins, nucleotides, and lipids, we compared de novo
lipogenesis and neutral lipids in CD8+ T cells from each condition. We found a
significant increase in lipogenesis and accumulation of neutral lipids in CD8+ T cells
activated in the presence of FRCs (Figure 3.6b,c), providing evidence for activation
of lipid metabolism within CD8+ T cells receiving signals from FRCs. We evaluated
the metabolic flux of the cells in real time and found that the basal extracellular
acidification rate (readout of glycolysis) and oxygen consumption rate (readout of
mitochondrial respiration) were significantly increased in CD8+ T cells activated in the
presence of FRCs. (Figure 3.6d,e). Based on the basal OCR/ECAR ratio, FRC-
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conditioned CD8+ T cells preferentially utilized OXPHOS for energy to a significantly
greater degree than anti-CD3/CD28 activated CD8+ T cells (Figure 3.6f). Overall,
these results demonstrate that the presence of FRCs during activation markedly
enhances the metabolic activity of CD8+ T cells (Figure 3.6g).
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Figure 3.6. FRCs enhance the bioenergetic state of activated CD8+ T cells. (a)
Phospho flow cytometry of p-S6 levels in resting CD8+ T cells, those activated in whole
splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs
in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs. Left panel, representative plot; right panel, summary (n
= 2 cultures per group) (b) Relative de novo lipogenesis in CD8+ T cells either solely
activated for 48hrs with anti-CD3/CD28 or activated in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs (n =
2 cultures per group). (c) Bodipy staining in CD8+ T cells under same conditions as a.
Left panel, representative plot; right panel, summary (n = 3 cultures per group) (d-f).
Basal extracellular acidification rate (ECAR), oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and
OCR/ECAR ratio in sorted CD8+ T cells following activation in whole splenocyte mixture
via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs or activation in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs (n = 4 cultures
per group). (g) Energy map comparing the global bioenergetic status of CD8+ activated
only with anti-CD3/CD28 versus those activated with anti-CD3/CD28 in the presence of
Nos2-/- FRCs. **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 and ****P ≤ 0.0001 (Student’s t-test). Data in a-c
are representative of two independent experiments with two to three technical replicates
each (mean ± s.d). Data in d-g are representative of two independent experiments with
two to four technical replicates each (mean ± s.d [d-f], mean ± SEM [g]).
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FRCs extend the longevity of virus-specific CD8+ T cells in vivo
To determine whether the gain of enhancer activity and gene expression in
pro-survival pathways were associated with increased T cell longevity, we
investigated the survival potential of FRC-educated CD8+ T cells in vitro and in vivo.
To address this question in vitro, we activated whole splenocytes with anti-CD3/CD28
alone or in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs for 48hrs. CD8+ T cells were then sorted
from these cultures, allowed to rest in complete media for 72hrs and subsequently
assessed for viability based on uptake of propidium iodide. In accordance with our
epigenetic and transcriptional signatures, FRC-educated CD8+ T cells survived
significantly better (44-fold, p = 0.0005) than those only activated with anti-CD3/CD28
activation (Supplementary Figure S3.5). Given the equivalent viability of both T cell
populations prior to sorting (Supplemental Figure S3.5), this result suggests that
FRCs endow activated CD8+ T cells with the ability to persist after removal of TCR
and co-stimulation signals.
To determine whether signals from FRCs enhance the longevity of activated
CD8+ T cells in vivo, we utilized a competitive transfer system in which CD8+ T cells
specific for the GP33-41 peptide (P14 TCR transgenic) were activated in vitro with or
without FRCs and then co-transferred into mice that were infected with influenza
virus expressing GP33-41 (PR8-GP33) (Figure 3.7a). Notably, following transfer and
reactivation in animals infected with influenza, FRC-educated CD8+ T cells persisted
significantly better (20-fold, p = 0.0003) at day 8 post infection compared to T cells
initially activated with only anti-CD3/CD28 (Figure 3.7b). FRC-derived signals also
offered a competitive advantage to T cells recovered from the lungs and spleen of
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animals infected with a strain of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV
Armstrong), which causes an acute infection (Supplementary Figure S3.6). Of
interest, this conditioning was durable as FRC-educated CD8+ T cells survived better
(18-fold, p < 0.0001) than their counterparts at 37 days post infection (Figure 3.7c)
and preferentially differentiated into TRMs (Figure 3.7d). To assess whether these
differences were due to differing rates of proliferation, we pulsed the infected animals
with BrdU and found that T cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 proliferated to the
same degree as FRC-educated T cells — suggesting that the observed longevity is
due to enhanced survival potential (Supplementary Figure S3.7).
To determine whether IL-6 was necessary and sufficient for the induction of
this enhanced longevity, we conducted similar in vivo competition assays with P14 T
cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 vs. those activated with anti-CD3/CD28 plus
recombinant IL-6. Recombinant IL-6 significantly enhanced (5-fold, p = 0.0006) the
longevity of T cells in vivo (Figure 3.7e). Importantly, when we neutralized IL-6 in our
FRC-T cell co-culture with anti-IL-6 blocking antibody prior to transfer, we found that
T cells exposed to IL-6 significantly outcompeted (5-fold, p < 0.0001) T cells that did
not receive IL-6-induced signals (Figure 3.7f). Altogether, these results suggest that
FRC-derived signals, including IL-6, extend the longevity of virus-specific CD8+ T
cells.
To validate results from our transfer system, we generated IL-6-/- bone marrow
chimeras and monitored the impact of IL-6 from LN radioresistant stromal cells on
CD8+ T cell immunity (Supplemental Figure S3.8). Among LN radioresistant stromal
cells, we determined that FRCs are the most abundant and largest producers of IL-6
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during an inflammatory response (Figure 3.8). Importantly, compared to WT chimeric
controls, IL-6-/- chimeras experienced enhanced weight loss and significantly delayed
viral clearance during acute influenza infection (Figure 3.9). In additional studies, we
bred Ccl19-Cre x IL-6fl/fl mice to generate animals with a tissue-specific deletion of IL6 in FRCs. Compared to WT littermate controls, Ccl19-Cre x IL-6fl/f mice had fewer
total and antigen-specific CD8+ T cells in the lungs and BAL fluid at 7 days post
influenza infection (Figure 3.10). Although additional studies are needed, these
preliminary results suggest that stromal cell-derived IL-6 in vivo, including FRCoriginating, regulates the magnitude of virus-specific CD8+ T cells and the overall
efficiency of anti-viral immunity.
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Figure 3.7. FRC-derived signals extend the longevity of virus-specific CD8+ T cells
during influenza infection. (a) Schematic diagram of competitive transfer system. (b)
Competitive frequencies of pre-activated P14 T cells as diagramed in a before transfer
(Day 0) and 8 days following transfer into wild type recipients infected with influenza. Top
panel, representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 5 mice per group). (c)
Frequency of competitive mixes at Day 0 and 37 days post influenza infection. Top panel,
representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 8 mice per group). (d) Frequency of
TRMs (CD69hi and CD103hi) within transferred P14 competitive mixes recovered from the
lungs 34 days after the onset off influenza infection. Top panel, representative plots;
bottom panel, summary (n = 10 mice per group). (e) Competitive frequencies of P14 T
cells activated in whole splenocyte mixture with anti-CD3/CD28 versus P14 T cells
activated with anti-CD3/CD28 and 100ng/ml recombinant IL-6. Top panel, representative
plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 5 mice per group). (f) Competitive frequencies of P14
T cells activated in whole splenocyte mixture with anti-CD3/CD28 in the presence of
Nos2-/- FRCs and 10 µg/ml anti-IL-6 blocking antibody versus P14 T cells activated under
the same conditions with 10 µg/ml of isotype control antibody. IL-6-/- recipients were used
for the transfers in f. Top panel, representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 10
mice per group). ***P ≤ 0.001 and ****P ≤ 0.0001 (ratio paired t-test [b,c,e and f] and
paired t-test [d]). Data are representative of two to three independent experiments with
five to ten mice each.
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Figure 3.8. FRCs are the largest producers of IL-6 among lymph node stromal
cells. (a) Frequency of CD45- lymph node stromal cells. Top panel, representative
plot; bottom panel, summary (n = pooled popliteal lymph nodes from 3 mice) (b) ICS
for IL-6 in stromal populations in popliteal lymph nodes. The lymph nodes were
harvested on day 8 following CFA/OVA immunization and OTI T cell injection. 100µg
Brefeldin A was injected intravenously to block protein transport 4hrs prior to lymph
node harvest and digest. Top panel, representative plot; bottom panel, summary (n =
pooled popliteal lymph nodes from 3 mice). Data are representative of two
independent experiments with pooled popliteal lymph nodes from 3 mice.
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Figure 3.9. IL-6-/- chimeras experience enhanced weight loss and delayed viral
clearance during influenza infection. (a) Weight loss in WT and IL-6-/- chimeras
during influenza infection. (b) Lung viral titer in chimeric mice on day 9 post influenza
infection (n = 10 mice per group). * P ≤ 0.05 (Chi-squared test). Data are
representative of two independent experiments with 8 to 10 mice per group. Data in a
shown as (mean ± SEM)
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Figure 3.10. Conditional deletion of IL-6 in FRCs decreases the abundance of
CD8+ T cells during influenza infection. (a) Breeding strategy to generate tissuespecific deletion of IL-6 in FRCs. (b) Percent of total CD8+ T cell and counts of
tetramer-positive CD8+ T cells recovered from the lungs and BAL fluid on day 7 post
influenza infection. * P ≤ 0.05 (Student’s t test). Data represent one experiment with
3 mice per group
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Discussion
Recent work has demonstrated that stromal cells within the LN are not simply
structural entities. LN FRCs have several immunoregulatory functions, including
controlling the activation of T lymphocytes94. Upon sensing IFN-γ and TNF, FRCs
upregulate NOS2 and subsequently produce nitric oxide, which reduces the
proliferation of activated T cells within close proximity17-19. In this chapter, we have
shown that FRCs also express a diverse array of immunostimulatory molecules in
response to signals from activated T cells. FRC-derived IL-6, in particular, had a
profound impact on multiple processes within activated CD8+ T cells. IL-6 enhanced
the production of IL-2 and TNF and caused large alterations of chromatin
accessibility in activated CD8+ T cells (Figure 3.11). Our studies suggest that these
epigenetic changes facilitated differential TF activity — which may in turn promote
metabolic reprogramming, survival and memory differentiation of CD8+ T cells.
Several recent studies have shown that CD8+ T cells acquire changes within
accessible chromatin, including enrichment for specific TF binding motifs, during their
differentiation into effector and memory populations95-99. However, whether LN
stromal cells influence T cell differentiation via epigenetic remodeling has not been
investigated. Our current study demonstrates that FRC-derived signals, including IL-6,
act in concert with TCR signaling and co-stimulation to mediate downstream
chromatin remodeling and grant access to essential TF binding motifs in CD8+ T cells.
Compared to motifs present in T cells activated only with anti-CD3/CD28, signals
from FRCs led to increased binding regions for MYC, HIF-1α and HIF-1β, which are
known to promote metabolic pathways following T cell activation86-88. Accordingly,
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FRC-conditioned CD8+ T cells significantly upregulated MYC and HIF1-dependent
glycolysis genes and displayed enhanced glycolytic flux. In addition to elevated
glycolytic metabolism, FRC-conditioned T cells had a significantly higher OCR/ECAR
ratio — which demonstrates their preferred use of OXPHOS over glycolysis for
energy generation. Importantly, FRC conditioning also increased de novo lipogenesis
and amplified lipid storage programs. This preferential use of mitochondrial OXPHOS
and enhanced lipid metabolism mirrors the energy profile of in vitro generated
memory CD8+ T cells and viral-induced CD8+ TRMs, respectively100, 101. Indeed, FRC
signals preferentially facilitated the differentiation CD8+ T cells into TRMs during
influenza infection. Collectively, our results suggest that FRC-derived signals drive
metabolism-associated epigenetic changes that support CD8+ T cell survival and
memory cell differentiation.
In addition, FRC-derived signals promoted the activity of TFs known to directly
regulate survival and memory programs in T lymphocytes. BATF is upregulated
during CD8+ T cell differentiation and required for their survival during bacterial and
viral infections91, 92. Similarly, BACH2 is also expressed in virus-specific CD8+ T cells
and is necessary for primary responses and the establishment of protective
immunity89. Compared to anti-CD3/CD28 activated cells, we found a significant
enrichment of binding motifs for BATF and BACH2 in FRC-conditioned T cells.
Correspondingly, T cells harboring these enriched motifs had enhanced survival in
vitro and significantly outcompeted T cells activated without FRCs in vivo as
demonstrated by in vivo competition experiments in virally infected animals. This
heightened survival of FRC-conditioned T cells is similar to consequences of BATF
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overexpression in virus-specific CD8+ T cells during chronic LCMV infection92. Based
on these observations, our motif analysis suggests that FRC-derived signals can
support T cell survival and memory differentiation in part by regulating the activity of
BATF and BACH2.
Although FRCs expressed several immunostimulatory molecules in response
to activated T cells, we focused on IL-6, which is known to elicit broad effects on
innate and adaptive immune cells102. Our work highlights the ability of IL-6 to promote
the bioenergetics, survival and differentiation of CD8+ T cells via alterations in
chromatin accessibility. These data are in agreement with prior studies, which
demonstrate a requirement of IL-6 for optimal CD8+ T cell responses against vaccinia,
tuberculosis and influenza103-105. Of interest, BATF expression in T cells is regulated
by downstream components of the IL-6 signaling pathway, including STAT392. This
implies a potential IL-6-STAT3-BATF signaling axis in our system and further
suggests a regulatory mechanism driven by differential transcription factor activity.
Though many stromal cell subsets and hematopoietic cells can produce IL-6, its
cellular sources in the LN parenchyma during immune responses remains
incompletely understood. In line with previous reports50,

106

, we present herein a

model where LN FRCs, which reside within close proximity to T cells, release IL-6
during T cell activation. This IL-6 would locally act on the expanding pool to influence
the ensuing T cell response. Although IL-6 was sufficient to enhance T cell functions,
its impact failed to fully replicate the stimulatory effect of intact FRCs, suggesting the
involvement of additional FRC-derived molecules. Further studies are needed to
explore the nature of those additional molecular signals that enhance T cell functions.
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Considering the inhibitory nature previously ascribed to FRCs17-19, 107, further
work is needed to understand their role in also promoting the functions of activated T
lymphocytes. Our study took advantage of primary in vitro expanded cultures to
clearly demonstrate that FRCs can express molecules with diverse immunological
functions in response to signals from activated T cells. As such, FRCs were capable
of inhibiting proliferation via NOS2 activity while also enhancing cytokine production,
metabolic flux and survival via IL-6. In addition to our competitive transfer system,
preliminary data using bone marrow chimeras and conditional knock out mice also
suggested an immunostimulatory role of FRC-derived IL-6. Nevertheless, it remains
unclear how FRCs establish or maintain these seemingly divergent characteristics in
vivo during an active immune response. Based on data presented in this chapter and
in Chapter 2, we speculate that FRCs may exhibit a large degree of functional
heterogeneity during T cell priming in vivo. One piece of data supporting this notion
comes from the in vivo expression profile of NOS2 in FRCs. As reported by
immunostaining of skin-draining LNs and mesenteric LNs, OTI T cells transferred into
iFABP-tOVA mice induced NOS2 expression in only a proportion of FRCs in vivo17.
Similarly, only a small percentage of LN FRCs expressed NOS2 during T cell priming
against vesicular stomatitis virus19. These results suggest that FRCs may have
heterogeneous activity with regard to their regulation of activated T cells. Indeed,
functional and topographical heterogeneity of FRCs was described recently given
their ability to produce B cell survival factors in the outer LN B cell follicles33.
Therefore, we envision FRCs residing in discrete microdomains that promote T cell
expansion, survival and differentiation while limiting uncontrolled T cell proliferation in
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a spatially and temporally regulated fashion. These microdomains would help
coordinate the initiation and regulation of T cell priming as antigen arrived in the LN
paracortex. Ultimately, additional studies are needed to determine the context and
extent to which FRCs exhibit functional heterogeneity in their ability to regulate
activated CD8+ T cells.
Collectively, data presented in this chapter suggest a novel regulatory feature
of LN FRCs. In addition to curtailing T cell proliferation via NOS2 expression, FRCs
also readily expressed molecules with immunostimulatory potential. Specifically, we
found that FRC-derived IL-6 altered chromatin accessibility to support CD8+ T cell
responses. Although it remains unknown whether the suppressive and stimulatory
programs run simultaneously, sequentially, and/or contextually in FRCs, our recent
data demonstrate a novel capacity of FRCs to support effector, survival and
differentiation programs in activated CD8+ T cells.
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Figure 3.11. Summary of Chapter 3
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Chapter 4. Conclusions
The connective tissue of any organ in the body is generally referred to as
stroma. This complex network is commonly composed of leukocytes, extracellular
matrix components, mesenchymal cells and a collection of nerves, adipocytes, blood
and lymphatic vessels. Once viewed primarily as a structural entity, stromal cells of
mesenchymal origin are now being intensely examined for their ability to regulate
various components of immune cell function and trafficking. There is particular
interest in the ability of stromal cells to influence the homeostasis, activation and
proliferation of T lymphocytes. One example of this regulation occurs in the lymph
node (LN) where myofibroblastic cells, also known as fibroblastic reticular cells
(FRCs), act as gate-keepers of immune homeostasis, immune cell recruitment and
compartmentalization and protective immunity.
FRCs can establish and regulate the architecture of secondary lymphoid
organs and control several important aspects of lymphocyte and dendritic cell (DC)
biology. T cell zone FRCs set up structures and chemotactic gradients within the
paracortical

niche

of

LNs

that

foster

the

recruitment,

migration

and

compartmentalization of T lymphocytes and DCs94. These interactions are essential
for the optimal initiation of immune responses. FRCs also play a role in immune
homeostasis by producing cytokines known to be essential for survival of naïve T
cells and innate lymphoid cells such as IL-713 and IL-1566, respectively. Previous
work has demonstrated that FRCs can negatively regulate the proliferation of newly
and re-activated T cells to restrict the size of the activated T cell pool. Both mouse
and human FRCs can release immunosuppressive factors, which can restrict
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lymphocyte proliferation to regulate the size of the activated T cell pool17-19,

108

.

Mechanistically, novel insights described here in Chapter 2 suggest that FRC-derived
nitric oxide attenuates mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, which is essential for
cell cycle progression in activated T cells. Whether interactions with FRCs also
support the function or differentiation of activated CD8+ T cells has hitherto been
poorly understood.
We now show (Chapter 3) that FRCs can also express immunostimulatory
molecules in response to activated T cells including the gp130 family cytokine, IL-6.
Specifically, FRC-derived IL-6 creates a supportive niche for activated T cells by
enhancing their production of IL-2 and TNF. We used epigenetic profiling (ATAC-seq)
to deeply explore this seemingly immunostimulatory function of FRCs. We
unexpectedly found that activated T cells significantly remodel their chromatin
landscape in response to FRCs and IL-6. These epigenetic changes altered unique
patterns of enhancers and facilitated differential accessibility of specific transcription
factor binding motifs — which coincided with profound increases in T cell metabolic
flux, lipid biosynthesis, survival and differentiation. Importantly, we evaluated the
impact of FRC-conditioning of T cells in vivo during influenza and LCMV viral
infections. Our data demonstrate that stromal programming of T cells results in
enhanced lymphocyte longevity and differentiation into tissue-resident memory T
cells. Mechanistically, we show that IL-6 is a major mediator of these changes. Our
findings not only identified a novel function of FRCs in enhancing T cell bioenergetics
and longevity via chromatin remodeling but also revealed a molecular mediator of
this epigenetic programming. Furthermore, we have generated preliminary results
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suggesting that stromal cell-derived IL-6 in vivo, including FRC-originating, regulates
the magnitude of virus-specific CD8+ T cells and the overall efficiency of anti-viral
immunity.
Integration of findings from Chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis suggests that FRCs
can interact with T cells in different ways to shape immune responses (Figure 4.1).
The functional pleiotropy of FRCs is not unlike the functional heterogeneity of
immune cells such as dendritic cells (DCs) which function in a tolerogenic manner
when immature and in an immunostimulatory fashion when they are mature109.
Similarly, the original M1/M2 macrophage classification supports the paradigm of
functional dichotomy within the same cell lineage110. On the other hand, subsets of
these myeloid cell types can also carry out rather distinct, specialized functions. For
example, plasmacytoid DCs specialize in the production of IFN-α but do not crosspresent antigen efficiently, whereas CD8α+ DCs cross-present antigen but do not
generally express IFN-α109. Whether the dualism of FRCs in the context of T cell
activation relates to distinct subsets of stromal cells with intrinsic functional
differences or to different maturation states of stromal cells is unclear. The recently
developed IL-6 reporter mouse111 would help clarify the regulation of IL-6 expression
in FRCs and whether these cells express IL-6 and NOS2 simultaneously or
sequentially during an immune response. Future studies to evaluate the expression
of these molecules in FRCs using single-cell RNA-seq are also planned. The field of
stromal immunobiology has significantly advanced in recent years and emerging
studies suggest that FRCs are comprised of 5-10 distinct subsets in LNs. In the
future, the development of new tools and reagents to uniquely manipulate these
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subsets genetically or pharmacologically will help us to understand their functional
contributions to different inflammatory states and immune responses.
Given their diverse immunoregulatory properties, FRCs are now being
explored for their therapeutic potential in settings with immunological dysregulation.
In a recent report from Fletcher et al112, FRCs were used as a novel antiinflammatory therapy for the treatment of high-mortality murine sepsis. In this system,
FRCs offer enhanced survival in mice with either lipopolysaccharide endotoxemia or
cecal ligation and puncture sepsis by dampening the expression of proinflammatory
cytokines in the peritoneum and blood via a NOS2-dependent mechanism112. Data
presented here in Chapter 3 would suggest that FRCs might also be used
therapeutically to condition CD8+ T cells for enhanced effector function, bioenergetics
and cellular longevity. Importantly, human FRCs also upregulate immunostimulatory
molecules, such as IL-6, in response to inflammatory stimuli108. Therefore, FRCconditioning of T cells could potentially improve the efficacy and longevity of T cells
used in treatments such as adoptive cell transfer for cancer immunotherapy. To fully
uncover the therapeutic potential of FRCs, additional research will be needed to
identify the underlying molecular mechanisms that induce these cells to become
immunostimulatory or immunosuppressive. Identifying the soluble mediators and
signaling pathways that control the function of FRCs should allow researchers to
better predict how these cells might behave in a particular therapeutic setting. In the
coming years, we anticipate additional discoveries that will expand our understanding
of the immune functions of FRCs, and inform the development of therapies to treat
infections, cancer and autoimmune disorders.
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Figure 4.1. Thesis Summary
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Chapter 5. Methods
Mice. Wild type C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory or Taconic.
B6.129S2-Il6tm1Kopf/J and B6.129P2-Nos2tm1Lau/J mice were purchased from Jackson.
B6.129S2-Nos2tm1MrI N12 mice were purchased from Taconic. Ccl19-Cre and IL6flox/flox mice have been previously described9,113. P14 TCR transgenic mice were
previously described114. All mice were used at 5-12 weeks of age. For infectious
experiments, mice were housed in a specific pathogen-free barrier facility and used in
accordance with animal care guidelines from the Harvard Medical School Standing
Committee on Animals and the National Institutes of Health. All other animals were
maintained in specific pathogen-free facilities at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
and were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute.

Antibodies and flow cytometry. The following antibodies were used: anti-CD275
(HK5.3), anti-CD40 (3/23), conjugated and LEAF purified anti-IL-6 (MP5-20F3), antiIL-2 (JES6-5H4), anti-CD8α (53-6.7), anti-TNFα (MP6-XT22), anti-IFN-γ (XMG1.2),
anti-CD45.1 (A20), anti-CD45.2 (104), anti-Thy1.1 (OX-7), anti-CD25 (PC61), antiCD69 (H1.2F3), anti-CD103 (2E7), anti-CD45 (30-F11), anti-CD31 (MEC13.3), antiCD16/32 (93), anti-Podoplanin (8.1.1; all from Biolegend); anti-CD140a (APA5;
eBioscience); anti-MHC class II (2G9; BD Biosciences), anti-nitrotyrosine (1A6; EMD
Millipore), anti-s-nitrosocysteine (HY8E12; Abcam). Functional-grade purified antiCD3ε (145-2C11) was from BD Biosciences, and anti-CD28 (37.51) was from
eBioscience.
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was

from

Calbiochem.

Recombinant IL-6 was from Biolegend. Intracellular staining for IL-6, IFN-γ, IL-2 and
TNF was performed using an Intracellular Fixation and Permeabilization Buffer Set
(eBioscience) following the addition of Brefeldin A during the last 4 hours of T cell
activation. For detection of phosphorylated S6 protein (P-S6), activated splenocytes
were harvested, pre-treated with Fc blocking antibodies (anti-CD16/32) and stained
for surface antigens CD8α and MHC-II (accessory cell exclusion) to gate on activated
CD8+ T cells. The cells were then fixed, permeabilized and stained for intracellular PS6 (D57.2.2E) in accordance with Cell Signaling Technologies’ phospho flow
cytometry protocol. For cell cycle analysis, activated CD8+ T cells were sorted from
cultures at the indicated time-points and stained with Vybrant™ DyeCycle™ Violet
Stain (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufacture’s instructions. To measure
neutral lipids, activated splenocytes were incubated in Fc blocking antibodies,
stained for surface antigens, washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and
subsequently incubated in PBS with 10µM BODIPY 493/503 (4,4-Difluoro-1,3,5,7,8Pentamethyl-4-Bora-3a,4a-Diaza-s-Indacene, Invitrogen) in the dark for 30min at
37°C. The cells were then washed with PBS and analyzed. Dilution of CFSE (5- (and
-6) carboxyfluorescein diacetate, succinimidyl ester) from Invitrogen was used to
measure T cell proliferation. The incorporation of BrdU was measured in adoptively
transferred T cells recovered from infected mice using the BrdU flow kit from BD
Biosciences. To sort activated CD8+ T cells from co-cultures, activated splenocytes
were harvested, Fc blocked and stained with surface antigens CD8α and MHC-II.
Sorted CD8α+ and MHC-II- cells were used in downstream applications. For FRC
sorting, cells were briefly trypsinized and sorted from co-cultures using previously
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described gating strategies50. A FACSAria (BD Biosciences) was used for analysis
and sorting. Dead cells were excluded with Propidium iodide staining solution
(eBioscience).

Co-culture of activated T cells and FRCs. LNs were digested and LNSCs were
expanded ex vivo as previously described17. FRCs were purified as previously
noted17 and plated in 24-well plates at 5 x 104 cells per well. To induce T cell
activation, 1 x106 splenocytes were added to each well on the next day with soluble
anti-CD3 (0.25µg/ml) and anti-CD28 (0.25µg/ml). The cultures were analyzed either
24 or 48hrs later. For some experiments, CFSE-labeled (0.5µM) splenocytes were
used and analyzed 48 or 72hrs later. Nitric oxide concentrations in co-culture
supernatants were measured as previously described.17

RNA isolation and microarray hybridization. FRCs were briefly trypsinized and
sorted from cultures as previously described50. RNA was isolated from cell pellets
using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Extracted RNA was amplified and prepared for hybridization to the Mouse Genome
430 2.0 GeneChip using the Ovation RNA Amplification System V2 Assay in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. The arrays were scanned on GeneChip
Scanner 3000 7G.

Microarray analysis. Prior to analysis, mouse microarray data were normalized
using the RMA method with background correction. To identify genes differentially
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expressed between resting FRCs and FRCs cultured in the presence of activated T
cells, differential expression analysis was performed using the linear modeling and
empirical Bayesian method implemented in the limma R package (Bioconductor).
GSEA was performed as described previously115,

116

, using the C2 KEGG and

Reactome collections of canonical pathway gene-sets from the MSigDB database.
Gene-sets were considered differentially enriched at P < 0.05 and q < 0.1.

Metabolic flux of activated CD8+ T cells. Activated CD8+ T cells were sorted from
cultures 20hr or 44-48hrs post activation and loaded onto the XF-24 or XF-96
Extracellular Flux Analyzer (Seahorse Bioscience) according to manufacturer’s
instructions. Oxygen consumption rates (OCR) and extracellular acidification rates
(ECAR) were measured in XF media (non-buffered RPMI or DMEM containing 25
mM glucose, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1 mM sodium pyruvate). The XF cell mito stress
test kit was used to induce changes in flux in response to 1µM oligomycin, 1-2µM
Carbonyl

cyanide

4-(trifluoromethoxy)

phenylhydrazone

(FCCP)

and

0.5µM

rotenone/antimycin A.

Adoptive transfers and infections. Congenically marked, pre-activated P14 CD8+ T
cells were sorted from cultures 44-48hrs post activation, mixed 1:1 (5 x 103 each) and
transferred via tail vein into wild type or IL-6-/- recipients. Directly after transfer, the
animals were infected with either Influenza or LCMV Armstrong. For Influenza
infections, 6-12 week old mice were anesthetized with 2.5% Avertin (Sigma-Aldrich)
and infected intranasally with PR8-GP33-41 (1LD50) or 3x103 PFU. For some
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experiments, mice were infected intraperitoneally with 2x103 PFU of LCMV
Armstrong. The frequency of transferred cells was determined in the lungs and
spleen of infected animals 7, 8, 34 and 37 days after the onset of infection. For some
experiments, BrdU incorporation was assessed or the transferred cells were stained
with CD69 and CD103 to evaluate the frequency of developed TRMs. Recombinant
influenza virus containing the LCMV GP33-41 epitope was provided by Dr. Richard
Webby (St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, TN)117,

118

. LCMV

Armstrong virus was provided by Dr. E. John Wherry (University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA).

Generation of bone marrow chimeras. C57BL/6J (WT) or IL-6-/- host received two
doses of 450-500 rads, 4hrs apart. After the 2nd irradiation, the mice received 10
million, ACK-lysed, whole bone marrow cells, intravenously. The animals were bled
6-9 weeks later to confirm hematopoietic reconstitution and used for subsequent
experimentation.

Immunizations. OTI T cells (1x106) were transferred intravenously into C57BL/6J
mice. Recipients were then immunized in hind footpads with 500µg ovalbumin
(Sigma-Aldrich) in complete freund’s adjuvant (InvivoGen). For some experiments,
immunized mice were injected intravenously with 100µg Brefeldin A (eBioscience)
4hrs prior to being sacrificed.
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De novo lipid synthesis. Activated CD8+ T cells were sorted from cultures 44-48hrs
post activation and incubated at 37°C for 4hrs with 6.6 µCi/ml 1-14C-acetate
(NEC084H001MC, Perkin Elmer). Cells were washed twice with PBS and then lysed
in 0.5% Triton X-100. Lipids were extracted with 2:1 (v/v) chloroform/methanol (500
µl) and then centrifuged at 1000 r.p.m for 15 minutes. LS6500 scintillation counter
(Beckman Coulter) was used to quantify14C-labeled lipid in the denser fraction. Lipid
quantification was normalized to protein concentration or cell number.

2-NBDG and Glutamine uptake. For 2-NBDG uptake, activated splenocytes were
incubated in Fc blocking antibodies, stained for surface antigens, washed with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and subsequently incubated in serum-free medium
with 10µM 2-NBDG (Thermo Fisher) as previously described119. Uptake of the
florescent glucose analog was subsequently evaluated by flow cytometry. Glutamine
uptake was measured as the incorporation of radiolabeled U-14C-glutamine.
Activated CD8+ T cells were sorted from cultures 44-48hrs post activation, washed
twice with pre-heated KRP buffer containing 0.2% BSA and incubated for 15 min in
0.85 ml KRP/BSA, followed by addition of 1 mM cold L-glutamine and 1 µCi U-14Cglutamine for 5 min. Cells were then placed on ice, washed twice with ice-cold PBS,
and lysed in 0.5 ml of 1% NP40 lysis buffer. 0.4 ml lysate was counted in 5 ml of
scintillation fluid using a Beckman LS6500 scintillation counter. Glutamine uptake
was normalized to cell number and/or protein concentration.
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ATAC-seq preparation. 50,000 cells per replicate were sorted into PBS with 10%
FBS. Pelleted cells were lysed in 50ul of reaction mix (25 ul of 2x TD, 2.5 ul of Tn5
enzyme, 0.25 ul of 2% digitonin, 22.25 ul of nuclease-free water) as previously
described120. Reaction was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes with agitation at 300
RPM. DNA was purified using a QIAgen MinElute Reaction Cleanup kit and Nextera
sequencing primers ligated using PCR amplification. Agencourt AMPure XP bead
cleanup (Beckman Coulter/Agencourt) was used post-PCR and library quality was
verified using a Tapestation machine. Samples were sequenced on an Illumina
HiSeq 2000 sequencer using paired-end 5- bp reads.

ATAC-seq analysis. Raw reads in Fastq files were trimmed for quality and primers
were removed using Trimmomatic-0.33 using the following parameters: LEADING:15
TRAILING:15 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36. FastQC reports were generated
before and after trimming to assess quality. Trimmed reads were aligned to mm9 with
bowtie2.2.4 using a maximum insert size of 2000. Aligned bam files were sorted for
marking duplicates, and reads mapping to the blacklist region were removed83, 121.
Reads were shifted +4bp and -5bp using pysam 0.9.0 as previously described83. Bam
files from biological replicates were merged using samtools 1.3 before peak-calling
using MACS 2.1.1 at a q-value threshold of 0.001. Consensus peaks from the 3
biological conditions (FRC, IL-6 and Act) were merged to create a single peak
universe. Shifted cut sites were extracted from each biological replicate and the
number of cuts within each peak region was quantified to generate a raw counts
matrix. DESeq2 was used to normalize the counts matrix and perform differential
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accessibility analysis between all pairwise comparisons. Overlap of ChARs from each
biological condition with published histone mark CHIP-seq data91 was quantified
using the hypergeometric ratio. Tracks were visualized using Integrative Genomics
Viewer (Broad Institute). Gene to peak associations were determined using the
GREAT

software

package

(http://bejerano.stanford.edu/great/public/html/)

with

default settings. K-means clustering was applied using GENE-E (Broad Institute) to
differential ChAR signal intensity across the three cell states. GENE-E was also used
for heatmap visualization and distance matrix calculations (Pearson). Principal
component analysis was performed using R 3.3.1. Motif enrichment analysis was
performed using HOMER 3.0. Genomic sequences corresponding to all peaks in the
peak universe were extracted using bedtools 2.17.0 and divided into 3 categories for
FRC vs. Act analysis: sequences corresponding to peaks that were upregulated in
FRC (q-value <0.001), sequences corresponding to peaks that were upregulated in
Act (q-value <0.001), and sequences corresponding to non-differential peaks.
HOMER motif enrichment was run on FRC-upregulated peaks and Act-upregulated
peaks using default settings and using the set of non-differential peaks as the
background set. Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment was performed for each
biological condition using GREAT, with default settings and using the Binomial test.

RNA-seq preparation and analysis. RNA was isolated as described above and
first-strand Illumina-barcoded libraries were generated using the NEB RNA Ultra
Directional kit according to manufacturer’s instructions, including 12-cycles of PCR
enrichment. Libraries were subsequently sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500
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instrument using paired-end 37 bp reads. Trimmomatic pipeline was used to trim data
for

quality

with

the

following

parameters:

LEADING:15TRAILING:15

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:16. Bowtie2 was used to align data to mouse
mm10. HTSeq was used to map aligned reads to genes and to generate a gene
count matrix. Technical failure during processing led to the exclusion of samples
during analysis. DESeq2 was used to normalize the counts for library depth and
perform differential expression analysis between all pairwise comparisons.

Data analysis and statistics. Flow cytometry data was analyzed using FlowJo 10.2
software. Unless otherwise noted, Prism 7.0 (GraphPad Software) was used to
conduct unpaired, two-tailed t-test, with 95% confidence intervals (Student’s t-test)
and the assumption of equal sample variance. For competitive adoptive transfer
experiments, a two-tailed paired or ratio paired t-test was used. The Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed rank test was used to compare gene expression within
glycolysis and pro-survival pathways between samples. Statistics for RNA-seq and
ATAC-seq were performed using DESeq2.

Data availability. Data that support the findings of this study are displayed directly in
figures associated with the main text or are present in the supplementary figures or
are available from the co-corresponding authors upon request.
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Supplementary Material Related to Chapters 2 and 3
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Supplementary Figure S2.1. CD8+ T cells activated by anti-CD3/CD8 or in the presence
of WT FRCs display equivalent capacities to take up glucose or glutamine. (a)
Incorporation of 2-NBDG by CD8+ T cells activated in splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28
for 48hrs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in the presence of WT FRCs. Top panel,
representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 3 cultures per group). (b) Incorporation of
radiolabelled U-14C-glutamine in same CD8+ T cell conditions as a (n = 4 [activated] cultures
and 3 [activated + WT FRCs] cultures). ns P > 0.05 (Student’s t-test).
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Supplementary Figure S2.2. Activated T cells conditioned by WT FRCs
experienced elevated levels of ECAR and enhanced activation of the Mtor
pathway (a) Phospho flow cytometry of P-S6 levels in resting CD8+ T cells,
those activated in whole splenocyte mixture via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs or
activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in the presence of WT FRCs. Left panel,
representative plot; right panel, summary (n = 5 cultures per group). (b) Relative
de novo lipogenesis in CD8+ T cells either solely activated for 48hrs with antiCD3/CD28 or activated in the presence of WT FRCs (n = 3 cultures per group).
*P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, ***P ≤ 0.001 (Student’s t test). Data are representative of
two independent experiments with two to three technical replicates each (mean
± s.d).
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Supplementary Figure S3.1. FRCs dampen IFN-γ production in newly activated CD8+ T
cells. (a) Gating strategy to highlight CD8+ T cells within whole splenocyte culture (24hrs post
anti-CD3/CD28 activation). (b) ICS of IFN-γ in CD8+ T cells activated in splenocyte mixture
via anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs or activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs in the presence of wild
type FRCs. (c) Summary of results in b (n = 4 cultures per group). ****P ≤ 0.0001 (Student’s
t-test). Data in c are composite of two independent experiments with two technical replicates
each (mean ± s.d).
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Supplementary Figure S3.2. CD8+ T cells activated alone or near Nos2-/FRCs experience the same degree of initial activation and proliferation. (a)
CD25 expression on resting CD8+ T cells (resting), those activated in splenocyte
mixture via soluble anti-CD3/CD28 for 24hrs (activated) or activated via antiCD3/CD28 for 24hrs in the presence of Nos2-/- FRCs. Top panel, representative
plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 2 cultures per group). (b) CFSE dilution in
same CD8+ T cell conditions as a at 48hrs post activation. Top panel,
representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 3 cultures per group). ns P >
0.05 (Student’s t-test). Data are representative of two independent experiments
with two to three technical replicates each (mean ± s.d).
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Supplementary Figure S3.3. Characteristics of chromatin accessible regions
from CD8+ T cells. (a) Scatterplot displaying correlation in peak intensity between
biological replicates for each CD8+ T cell condition. The conditions were CD8+ T cells
sorted following activation in whole splenocyte mixture via soluble anti-CD3/CD28 for
48hrs (Act), activated with anti-CD3/CD28 in presence of Nos2-/- FRCs (FRC) or
activated with anti-CD3/CD28 plus 100ng/ml recombinant IL-6 (IL-6). (b) Principal
component analysis of biological replicates for CD8+ T cells under each condition
across all 81, 821 ChARs. (c) ATAC-seq fragment sizes for all three conditions. (d)
Fold enrichment of regions annotated for histone marks and enhancer states for all
three conditions. Data represent one experiment with three biological replicates.
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Supplementary Figure S3.4. Characteristics of RNA transcripts from CD8+ T
cells. (a) Scatterplot displaying correlation in gene expression between biological
replicates for each CD8+ T cell condition. The conditions were CD8+ T cells sorted
following activation in whole splenocyte mixture via soluble anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs
(Act), activated with anti-CD3/CD28 in presence of Nos2-/- FRCs (FRC) or activated
with anti-CD3/CD28 plus 100ng/ml recombinant IL-6 (IL-6). (b) Principal component
analysis of biological replicates for CD8+ T cells under each condition. (c) Display of
gene expression using hierarchical clustering of replicates by condition with Pearson
correlation. Data represent one experiment with two (Act and IL-6) to three (FRC)
biological replicates.
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Supplementary Figure S3.5. FRCs prolong the survival of activated
CD8+ T cells in vitro. (a) Frequency of viable CD8+ activated in
splenocyte mixture via soluble anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs versus CD8+ T
cells activated via anti-CD3/CD28 for 48hrs in the presence of Nos2-/FRCs. (b) Summary of results in a (n = 2 cultures per group). (c)
Frequency of viable T cells from a after being sorted and allowed to rest in
alpha-mem media (supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
penicillin streptomycin) for three days. (d) Summary of results in c (n = 2
cultures per group). ns P > 0.05 and ***P ≤ 0.001 (Student’s t-test). Data
shown are representative of two independent experiments with two
technical replicates each (mean ± s.d).
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Supplementary Figure S3.6. FRCs extend the longevity of virus-specific CD8+ T
cells during acute LCMV infection. (a) Schematic diagram of competitive transfer
system. (b) Competitive frequencies of pre-activated P14 T cells as diagramed in a
before transfer (Day 0) and 7 days following transfer into wild type recipients infected
with LCMV Armstrong. Transferred T cells were recovered from the lungs of infected
animals. Top panel, representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 3 mice per
group). (c) Frequency of competitive mixes at Day 0 and 7 days post infection.
Transferred T cells were recovered from the spleen of infected animals. Top panel,
representative plots; bottom panel, summary (n = 10 mice per group). *P ≤ 0.05 and
****P ≤ 0.0001 (ratio paired t-test). Data in c are representative of three independent
experiments with five to ten mice each.
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Supplementary Figure S3.7. FRC-conditioned CD8+ T cells proliferate
to the same degree as cells activated with anti-CD3/CD28 following
transfer into virally infected mice. (a) BrdU incorporation in transferred
P14 T cells 8 days after the onset of influenza infection. Transferred T
cells were recovered from the lungs of infected animals. (b) Summary of
results in a (n = 5 mice per group). ns P > 0.05 (paired t-test) (mean ±
s.d). Data are representative of two independent experiments with five
mice each.
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Supplementary Figure S3.8. Generation of bone marrow chimeras. (a) Schematic
outlining the procedural generation and subsequent experimentation in wild type and
IL-6-/- bone marrow chimeras. (b) Hematopoietic cell lineage reconstitution in
irradiated recipients. Data are representative of two independent experiments with 8
to 10 mice each.
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